
BENEFITS

MATRIX VIDEO SURVEILLANCE : MISSING OBJECT DETECTION

 Missing Object detection identifies when any valuable

object is moved from its defined position.

 On detection of Missing Object, it sends notifications in

the form of SMS, E-mail, Video Pop-up, Audio, Alarm,

etc.

 Detection of Missing Object can also trigger other IVAs

like Face Detection for greater security.

DESCRIPTION

Missing Object detection can be useful in places having expensive equipment/assets like locker rooms in banks,

jewelry showrooms, multinational corporates and museums to prevent theft of such expensive assets in real-time. It

can also be useful for investigating a theft, to save time on investigation.

For E.g. Missing Object detection has several applications in real-time as well as in playback.
In real-time, Missing Object detection can be extremely useful in museums. A virtual box can be marked around antique
and expensive objects. This box defines the position of these valuable objects. Now, as soon as these objects are moved
from its defined positions, the system identifies it as a suspicious event and immediately sends out notifications.
For investigation, Missing Object detection can be useful in jewelry showrooms in case of a theft to reduce time for
analysis. In case of theft of any expensive jewelry, investigating the culprit involves going through long playback clips,
which is tiring as well as time consuming. But with Missing Object detection of Matrix Video Surveillance, the user has
to mark the jewelry item in the playback clip when it was last seen before the theft. The system automatically generates
a playback clip when the jewelry was moved from the marked area. This reduces investigation time drastically, thereby
enhancing productivity.
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Missing Object Detection in Real-time:

 A virtual box should be marked around the valuable object, which is to be considered for Missing Object detection.

 Then, configure the mode of action/alert, which should be triggered on detection of the Missing Object event.

 User can also schedule Missing Object for various times and days of the week to avoid unnecessary alerts at all times.

Missing Object Detection in Playback:

 Open the playback clip of the camera that was capturing the valuable object before theft.

 Now, mark a virtual box around the object when it was last there at its position before its theft.

In case of any interference between camera view and the marked valuable object, the system considers it as a Missing
Object and sends notifications. Hence, the camera should be placed in such a position that there is no interference
between the camera and the marked object.
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